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COMPANY PROFILE

SHANGHAI EVEN MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD

was located in the most flourishing commercial and

financial center of China-Shanghai city. We are a

professional comprehensive enterprise with the status

of legal entity in importing and exporting the Surgical

Dressing and Surgical Equipment and all the related

medical items including high-tech equipment

researching and development as well.

Our MissionWe stick to the enterprise essence of “Serve the Clients, Heart, and Soul,

Survive on the base of the Quality, Developing on the base of the Technique, to make a

profit on the base of Management, and serve the market on the base of the Technique,

to make a profit on the base of Management, and serve the market on the base of

Reputation“, we operate our company in strict accordance with the management

system of ISO9002 standard, emphasize the brand building, insists on enterprise spirit

of ”CREDIT FIRST, SUPERIOR QUALITY, MUTUAL BENEFITS, AND

JOINT DEVELOPMENT“, absorb and import the advanced production technology and

management concept from international well-know enterprises constantly to make

sure the quality of our products achieve the international standard and obtain the
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trust and reputation of the customers around the world through providing

high-quality products and superior service.

Our Core Values

 People Over Profits

 Constantly Strive for Quality

 Stay 3 Steps Ahead

 Be Human, Be Honest

 Work Smart

 Always Be Available

 Work With You

 Be The Best

 Transparent Financials

 Always an Honest Answer

Our Servicemainly handles Surgical Dressing, Medical Disposables, Laboratory

Disposables. Our products have been sold to many countries and regions in the world

such as Europe, America, Southeast Asia, Oceania, Middle East, Africa, etc.

Meanwhile, we kept close relationships with many professional manufacturers and

units in over 30 provinces to ensure a steady supply of goods.

Customers through ensuring the best possible solutions to their needs, establishing

and maintaining a thorough knowledge and understanding of the client's objective,

and helping them maximize the benefits. Our clients come both from the medical and

non-medical fields, including medical laboratories, state medical institutions, private

medical institutions, laboratories, medical services providers, etc...
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We follow the requirements and guidelines set forth to ensure that we are

consistently providing quality products and services, that meet customers’

expectations. Also, that acts as insurance that the effective quality management

system is applied within the company, which makes us a reliable partner for the

companies we are working with.

Our Contacts:

SHANGHAI EVEN MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD

Add: Room 806, #2 Lingguang Building, 2511 West

Huancheng Rd, Fengxian District, Shanghai, China.

Tel: 0086-21-57181500

Email: info@shevenmed.com

Website: shevenmed.com

With best regards,

General Manager

SHANGHAI EVEN MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD
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